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BAT Rules of Conduct for Swimmers and Parents 
 
Belmont Aquatic Team (BAT) swimmers are part of a team and are expected to behave in a 
respectful fashion towards themselves and their coaches, fellow swimmers, team parents, and 
the environments in which we find ourselves.  We are here to uplift and empower one another.  
 
In situations where a swimmer repeatedly exhibits a pattern of disruptive, disrespectful, or 
unsafe behavior contrary to coach intervention, the board and the coaching staff will determine 
the most appropriate course of action.  This may include removing a swimmer from practice 
temporarily or expelling a swimmer from the program. 
 
The Belmont Aquatic Team strives to provide a high-quality swim experience for all swimmers in 
a positive and atmosphere—one that thrives on conviviality and diligent effort.  The behavioral 
expectations listed below are integral in nurturing this inclusive environment. 
 
 
Swimmers Rules of Conduct 

1. Swimmers must consistently embody respect, integrity, and sportsmanship toward 
coaches, teammates, officials, volunteers, parents, competitors, and team partners. 

2. Swimmers are not to interfere with the progress of another teammate during practice or 
otherwise. They are expected to celebrate other’s success and honor their efforts. 

3. Swimmers are expected to exhibit appropriate team behavior both at the pool and 
throughout competitions. Asking themselves: what does it mean to be a good teammate 
in this situation? 

4. Swimmers must consistently display a positive and supportive attitude toward all teams, 
coaches, teammates, and competitors. Rising tides raise all boats. 

5. Swimmers are expected to use social media and electronic communications in a 
responsible, respectful manner.  

6. Swimmers are expected to follow the rules for electronic devices posted at swim meets 
(i.e. observing camera free zones).  

7. At no point are swimmers allowed to use cameras in locker rooms.  
8. Swimmers are required to wear proper team attire (team suit and cap) at all swim meets. 
9. Swimmers are expected to show up and give their best that day in that moment. 

 
Parents will be notified if there is a discipline problem with their swimmer; an appropriate plan of 
action will be determined by the board and coaching staff. 
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Parents Rules of Conduct 

1. Certain meets may require parent participation (timing). Failure to fulfill your volunteer 
obligations places an increased burden on other parents.  Repeated failure to fulfill 
your volunteer obligations will result in expulsion of your swimmer(s) from the 
team without refund of tuition. 

2. Support your swimmer(s) and his/her team in a positive manner. Although competition is 
a natural part of sports activities, you should not make winning or dropping time every 
single meet the primary goal for you or your swimmer(s). Cheer FOR your swimmer(s) 
and his/her team, not against the opposing swimmer or team. 

3. All members of the Team, whether parents or swimmers, protect and improve the 
reputation of the team. 

4. Always show respect for all swimmers, coaches, meet officials, and other meet 
participants. Allow for the fact that anyone can make a mistake. Set a positive example 
for our swimmers with your behavior. 

 
I acknowledge that my swimmer and myself (the parent) have read and agree to the 
Rules of Conduct for Swimmers & Parents.   
 

 


